
AN ANALYSIS OF THE WAY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TREATED THE JAPANESE DURING WORLD WAR TWO

One cannot analyze Japan's entry into World War II without discussing the Japan undertook wars in China and against
the United States that it could not win . The government pursued a â€œrich country, strong armyâ€• policy: a modern, ..
resentment over America's treatment of Japanese immigrants, the.

In several posters and editorial cartoons, the Japanese were drawn up as monkeys hanging from trees or
lumbering around like big gorillas. But the two nations were on the edge of war. Rogers, Everett M. Accessed
September 26,  For example, persons of Japanese ancestry in western Washington State were removed to the
assembly center at the Puyallup Fairgrounds near Tacoma. The words and images left to us by propaganda
remain in a nation's collective memory. Third was Western, and particularly American immigration policy,
toward Japan. Figure 11 shows Japan extending its helping hand to its Southeast Asian brother in Indonesia,
who had been a colonized by the Dutch. The rhetoric was so harsh, in fact, the words bordered on genocidal.
Unlike U. President Franklin Roosevelt signed into law Executive Order , which resulted in the removal from
their communities and the subsequent imprisonment of all Americans of Japanese descent who resided on the
West Coast. The Japanese sacrifice was part of what made them pure in the spiritual sense. He deceptively
juxtaposed them with images of war crimes, victimized civilians, and of burned down buildings and rubble in
China, and the Philippines. The Meiji Emperor The newly created elementary school system was used as the
primary disseminator of this patriotism. While the American concentration camps never reached the levels of
Nazi death camps as far as atrocities are concerned, they remain a dark mark on the nation's record of
respecting civil liberties and cultural differences. It was a small book handed out to all the soldiers before
being sent off to the war in South and Southeast Asia. She grieves because in the President's one hand, he
waives the banner of democracy while in the other he tenaciously grips the stick of dictatorship. The
Anglo-Americans reasoned that Japan would not need the alliance if it were part of a regional security
arrangement. Catchy slogans and catch phrases quickly became part of popular culture. Not to be outdone, the
Japanese had their own cinematic propaganda. A third photographer of Manzanar was evacuee and
photographer Toyo Miyatake. Negative descriptions such as these created popular stereotypes about Korea
among the Japanese. Japanese Americans from Fresno had gone to Manzanar; 80 percent returned to their
hometown. Takahashi, with the support of most of his party and all of the opposition party, thus bought into a
policy of cooperation with the United States and Great Britain over China. And by this time, anti-Asian
sentiments were not limited to the West Coast. They could not be certain their homes and livelihoods would
still be there upon their return. Both nations were important industrial powers. Bainbridge Island Japanese
American Community. During the war years, the decrease in the availability of men in the work force also led
to an upsurge in the number of women holding non-war-related factory jobs. Washington and Tokyo held long
negotiations in nineteen forty-one. One mistaken step led inexorably to another, and the Japanese in , while
still bogged down in China, went to war with a country that had an industrial capacity nine times theirsâ€”in
fact, one American city, Pittsburgh, produced three times more steel than all of Japan did during World War
II. Worldwide, economies spiraled downward.


